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Stoicism: Early, Middle, Late, and New 
 
1. Central Proponents 
 
(1) Early Stoicism: 3rd century BC Athens; Zeno, Cleanthes, Chrysippus. Meetings 
in the painted colonnade: en tē poikilē stoa. Influenced by Socrates and the Cynic 
Crates. Limited primary sources, mostly critical secondary sources. 

(2) Middle Stoicism: 2nd century: Panaetius, Posidonius (Cicero visits: De 
Officiis). Innovations in many areas of Stoic theory. Some Platonic influences. 

(3) Late Stoicism = Roman Stoics, Stoicism of the Roman Imperial Period (c. 
30BC–300CE). Focus on practical ethics, but some innovation even without 
institutional school and central authorities (e.g., indifferents, katorthōmata = right 
actions, passions; topics such as desire/aversion, impulse/rejection, coherent beliefs 
and choices; see Ep. 89, Diss. 3.2, Handbook 1); semi-public intellectuals: advising 
emperors, counselling wealthy citizens, plus teaching.1 Key figures are: 

(a) Seneca (1BC–65CE), born in Cordoba (see map); learns philosophy from 
Attalus (Stoic) and Sotion (Pythagorean); rises to wealth and fame in Rome as a 
senator (consul in 56) and tutor to Nero (arranged by Agrippina), becomes a high-
ranking adviser, but ultimately forced into suicide (alleged involvment in an 
attempt to assassinate Nero); writes letters (composed 62-4), plays, essays (On anger 
etc.). For a long time the only window to ancient Stoicism.2 Main theme: 
philosophy is the practice of crafting a life (that is worth living). 

(b) Gaius Musonius Rufus (c. 20–90), born into noble Etruscan family; aka ‘Roman 
Socrates’; teaches Stoicism in Rome; exiled in 65, returns on Nero’s death (69), 
exiled again by Vespasian (c. 75–9); 21 discourses and fragments survive.3 

(c) Epictetus (c. 50–135), name means ‘further acquired’ (epiktētos; from ktaomai, to 
procure or gain for oneself), born in Hieropolis; in Rome as slave to Epaphroditus 
(secretary to Nero); allowed to study with Musionius Rufus; begins teaching on 
being freed; like all philosophers evicted from Italy by Domitian (95); settles in 
Nicopolis; is visited by prominent people (e.g., Hadrian); adopts a child in old age 
and ‘marries’; Lucius Flavius Arrianus (= Arrian) ghostwrites the Discourses (4/8 
survive) and the Handbook; the 10th-century Bodleian ms says diatribai, which means 
‘informal talks’ or ‘conversations’, and Encheiridion, which roughly means ‘the little 
thing in hand’ and summarises the Discourses. 

(d) Marcus Aurelius (121–180 CE), born in Rome, emperor from 161 to 180; dies 
near Vienna from illness (watch ‘Gladiator’); writes the Meditations (actually, Ta eis 
heauton, roughly, ‘those to oneself’) while on campain; restores philosophy to Athens 
by founding four chairs for the main schools. 

(4) New or Modern Stoics: see modernstoicism.com.  
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2. The Resources 
 
– course website: https://open.conted.ox.ac.uk/series/roman-stoics 
– Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy; see https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/seneca/ 

and https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/epictetus/ 
– Rewley House library: copies of the key texts (e.g., Seneca’s Letters on Ethics), 

collections (e.g. Inwood and Gerson’s The Stoics Reader), and secondary 
literature, such as guides and companions 

– ask me for more specialist literature (e.g., journal articles)4 

 
4 Doppelherme des Sokrates und Seneca, Antikensammlung, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin. 


